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KATHY BALL
PRO Kids, Chair 2020 & 2021

As a youth, I was fortunate enough to participate in many activities and I

strongly feel that the benefits demonstrate the importance of a healthy

lifestyle, learning new skills, making new friends and giving back to my

community. Which is the very cusp of what PRO Kids is all about.

2021 was PRO Kids 23rd year of a commitment to improving the lives of

children and youth. This year continued to be a challenge for PRO Kids as

the COVID 19 pandemic kept its hold on our community. The isolation

prompted by lockdowns in 2020 and 2021 have impacted children both

physically and mentally. Moving forward, we hope to turn things around and

get more vulnerable kids into more programs. PRO Kids anticipates that

families will have more of a demand on the service as activities resume and

we are prepared to help more than 1,000 kids access 200+ recreation

activities. 

As Chair of the PRO Kids board, I am extremely proud of the work the board,

fundraising committee and staff have done throughout the pandemic. In

2021 we: attended a City Council meeting to showcase our successes and

request continued support; welcomed a new Youth Representative to our

committee; held events when possible; researched and implemented

alternate funding sources; prepared for the launch of the first annual Power

to Play campaign and provided Activ8 Kits filled with materials to entertain

children an youth while at home.  We continued to raise awareness

throughout the community on the importance of keeping youth active in

positive, meaningful recreation opportunities. Over the past year the PRO

Kids Board of Directors also focused on ensuring that the organization

continues to be sustainable and is looking to the future for new ways of

operating and raising funds for children and youth in our community.

Thank you to our donors, supporters, volunteers and staff for joining PRO

Kids and standing up for the children and youth of our community. I believe

for every barrier that exists, there is a solution. These solutions exist because

of each of you continue to help create a community in which all children can

participate.
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Financial barriers have been identified as one of the main

obstacles preventing children and youth from participating in

recreational activities. In Thunder Bay, 21.5% of children

and youth aged are living in low income households

according to the 2016 Census. That translates to

approximately 4,095 children in our community.

Children from low income families are less likely to

participate in extracurricular activities due to registration

costs. This is concerning as recreation can provide children

and youth the opportunity for developing social skills,

enhancing their sense of self, taking on leadership roles

while learning teamwork skills, experiencing the influence of

positive role models and creating friendships.

PRO Kids is a registered charity dedicated to making sure

recreation opportunities are accessible to Thunder Bay

children and youth who are unable to participate in programs

due to financial barriers.

Developed by the City of Thunder Bay Recreation & Culture

Division, PRO Kids has been in operation since 1998. In

those 23 years, PRO Kids has made over 26,500 placements

of children and youth into Thunder Bay recreational

programing.
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P R O  K i d s

_______________________________

VISION
That all children and youth in Thunder Bay are able to

participate in recreation activities which boost self-esteem

and promote healthy growth through the learning of new

skills, increased knowledge, and personal development.

_______________________________

PURPOSE
To provide program and financial assistance to as many

children and youth as possible who, due to lack of funds, are

not able to participate in registered recreation activities.

PRO Kids 
HELPS

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Low income families

Children and yotuh between ages 0-18

The process is completely confidential

When an application is approved, children/youth are 

fully integrated into activities
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The year 2021 was a challenging one, and all the uncertainties that surrounded COVID-19 are strongly demonstrated in the

lack of children and youth placed into community programs. Of the 634 applications that were received, only 497 placements

were made. Many of these placements were interrupted, and the season went unfinished, due to pandemic related shutdowns.

Our partner organizations are to be commended for adjusting, pivoting and persevering within a climate that could not support

them. The children and youth, despite everyone’s best effort, are the ones who were impacted the most. Social distancing and

family bubbles have prevented kids from being able to be active and connect with friends who share common interests. 

Over the years, PRO Kids has been able to place 80% to 90% of the applications received. This dropped significantly to 65%

in 2020 mainly due to the unavailability of programming. Fortunately, placement rates have been climbing back up as the

world reopens and recreational activities resume with 78% of applicants being placed in 2021. 

Y E A R S  O F  P L A C E M E N T S
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I M P A C T
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It is important to make a distinction between the number of placements and the

actual number of children. A child can apply to PRO Kids up to 4 times per year, so

we like to consider the actual number of children served. 417 children and youth

were served through 497 placements made in 2021. 80 of these children/youth

participated in more than one program using PRO Kids during the year. 

To provide some further clarity on the demographics of our applicants, of the 634

applications that were received, 53 of these were first-time applicants, representing

24 new client families. The split between male and female applicants is usually

around a 50/50 split, but more accurately in 2021, 50% identified as male, 47%

identified as female, and 3% did not disclose their gender. 

I just can’t thank the generosity of

the people that provide the funding

to PRO Kids enough. They have

given much more than just money.

They have given hope, love,

opportunities and so much more to

children and families. 

                  

              - PRO Kids Family 



When it comes to verifying the financial need of a family

unit, there has been an increase in families who prefer to

submit financial income statements rather than giving us a

reference who can speak to their financial situation.

Documents submitted include pay statements from Thunder

Bay District Social Services Administration Board (TBDSSAB)

or Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) as well as

Notice of Assessments. This proof is acceptable although not

a requirement of the PRO Kids service. 

The staff from agencies such as Children’s Aid, Dilico,

TBDSSAB /Ontario Works and the Thunder Bay Multicultural

Association, recommend families apply to PRO Kids when

finances are a barrier to children participating in community

programs. In 2021, 46% of the applicants came from the

social services sector and 10% came from Indigenous

organizations. These stakeholders share our mutual mandate

of supporting children.  PRO Kids maintains strong

connections with these agencies and their staff in order to

support the welfare of children and youth in our community. 
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I M P A C T

2 0 2 1  R E F E R R A L S
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I M P A C T  

Inflation and repeated shutdowns over the past 2

years has made it increasingly difficult for our

partners to offer recreational opportunities. These

difficulties have resulted in an increase in costs for

our partners who run programs, and these increases

are reflected in our 2021 partnership value. 

The value of the 497 placements made in 2021 was

$117,590. Partners contributed $44,878 worth of

spaces representing 38% of the total cost. PRO

Kids contributed $27,215 worth of spaces

representing 23% of the total cost. Parents

contributed $38,571 worth of spaces representing

33% of the total cost. 

Reduced class sizes, repeated shutdowns, increased

sanitization, and other pandemic related factors all

contributed to increased costs of recreational

activities in 2021. Despite these unprecedented

times PRO Kids has stayed true to its purpose,

providing additional financial assistance to as many

children and youth as possible who, due to lack of

funds, are not able to participate in registered

recreation activities. 

2 0 2 1

2 0 2 1  P A R T N E R S H I P  V A L U E

Parent Cost

PRO Kids Cost

Outsourced Support

Partner Donated Value 

$ 38,571

$ 27,215

$   6,925

$ 44,878

______________________________________TOTAL VALUE $117,590
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One of the greatest attributes of PRO Kids is the ability to leverage funding in

order to serve our clients. Activity providers become partners with PRO Kids with

the agreement that the partner will never charge PRO Kids for more than the

value they are putting into supporting a child. The value between us is always

equal. Some kids need more than what our combined partnership will allow. For

this reason, PRO Kids looks for other partnerships that could help in sharing

costs. Jumpstart is one of the funders that the PRO Kids Coordinator will

recommend to families who need additional assistance and meet the criteria for

support.

Jumpstart raises their funds through local retail outlets including Canadian Tire,

SportChek and Atmosphere. Jumpstart allows a child to access a maximum of

$300 for half a calendar year. These funds can be used to pay registration fees

or purchase equipment. PRO Kids makes these and other connections to help our

clientele maximize resources. It is only fair that money raised in Thunder Bay

should assist kids in Thunder Bay. In 2021, PRO Kids facilitated $6,925 in

support for families through outsourced agencies such as Jumpstart.

______________________________________



TOTAL VALUE $360,907.6

0

2021 proved to be another adaptive year for fundraising at PRO Kids. COVID-19 continued to impact our community, but

with recreational activities reopening and families facing additional financial barriers due to the pandemic, it was clear that

our service was needed and that fundraising to support local families was critical. 

A major development in our fundraising efforts was the creation of our online donation software. With the expertise of our

City’s Corporate Information Technology department, a custom PRO Kids donation software was created making donations by

credit card more accessible to the public. It also provided analytical reporting and marketing tools to allow for targeted and

effective communications with donors.

Equipped with a new donor system, PRO Kids had another successful year of fundraising through its five main streams;

events, third party events, grants, campaigns and charitable donations.

Events
2021 saw the continuation of virtual events. The virtual “PRO Kids Quiz Night” returned twice over the year and raised over

$26,000 and attracted over 60 teams collectively. “You’re On Mute” launched in March with a fun spin on the ever

increasing virtual meetings. Those participating would have to donate to PRO Kids every time they attempted to speak in a

virtual meeting while their mic was on mute. The event was launched within the Corporation of the City of Thunder Bay and

raised over $800. In addition, PRO Kids Fundraising committee member Sharon Mercier organized our first Online Auction

that went on to raise $2,000.

The volatility of the year allowed for some modified in person events. Our Mayors Mulligan Golf Tournament ran as a hybrid,

including both the Putting Contest that was open to the public and reformatted to a 9-hole tournament. Through increased

sponsorship the 17th annual tournament went on to have its most successful year yet, raising over $21,000. 

The PRO Kids Hockey Equipment Giveaway took place later that September but this time with a new sponsor. As a part of its

“Community for Good” initiative, Tbaytel supported the giveaway both by providing volunteers to help distribute the

equipment and by donating $6,000 to help kids play hockey that season.

2 0 2 1  

F U N D R A I S I N G
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Third Party Events
PRO Kids saw a number of events hosted by a third party in 2021. CIBC Wood

Gundy Investment Advisors and CIBC’s Capital Markets team donated their fees and

commissions as a part of the banks initiative, “Miracle Days”. PRO Kids was the

recipient of this year’s $5,574 donation.

Ben Arvelin, local restaurant owner participated in a self-started monthly recycling

initiative. With the left over bottles from his restaurant, Ben would donate the

proceeds to PRO Kids. By the end of 2021 Ben had donated over $3,000.

Campaigns
“Press Play” was intended to be a one time campaign in 2020 that raised funds to

help families facing additional financial barriers as a result of the pandemic. While

it was unfortunate that the two week campaign was still relevant in 2021, it did go

on to raise over $24,000 that November. A few weeks later, our Giving Tuesday

campaign “Pass the Buck” launched with the intent to help kids play hockey. “Pass

the Buck” would raise over $8,500 in 24 hours.

With the success of both campaigns, it became clear that an annual fundraising

campaign was needed. A committee was struck, and planning began for “Power to

Play, 2022”.

Grants and Foundations
With the Federal and Provincial government providing new channels of funding to

support the vulnerable populations impacted by COVID-19, there was a number of

opportunities for PRO Kids to receive support. Through its Community Impact fund,

United Way provided over $5,000 in funding to PRO Kids. In addition, annual

foundation support was acquired through the Keith Lord Sport Foundation

Fund/Vancouver Foundation and the John Andrews Foundation. 

Charitable Donations
PRO Kids sees many individual charitable donations come in over the year. Many of

these are annual donors that are committed to the cause and others that are

encouraged by birthdays, the holidays and memorial designations. Over $7,500 in

donations were made in memory of loved ones who had passed in 2021.

Despite another year of navigating COVID-19, PRO Kids proved to have an effective

fundraising year raising $125,575 in support of helping local children and youth. 

2 0 2 1  

F U N D R A I S I N G
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2 0 2 1  D O N O R S  &  S P O N S O R S

F U N D R A I S I N G

TOTAL VALUE $360,907.6

0

MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS  ( $10,000+ a year)________________________________________
City of Thunder Bay        

GRAND SLAM  ( $5,000+)___________________________________________________
White Pine Electric LTD.   Shaw Communications    Paul Johnston    Mario Nucci M.D.   Tbaytel

TOUCHDOWN ( $2,500+)____________________________________________________
Ben Arvelin     Cliff Friesen     Amanda Campigotto     Levaero Aviation     TD Bank

PIROUETTE ( $1,000+)_____________________________________________________
Bur-Met Construction   Circle K   CRC Communications    Keith Lord Sport Foundation Fund held at Vancouver Foundation 

North Rock Engineering    North Star Air    Partners in Rehab    Resolute FP Canada Inc.    TBT Engineering 

Thunder Bay Police Charity Foundation   Thunder Bay Professional Fire Fighters Association   Town & Country Realty

White MacGillivray Lester   Zac Donatis   Karen Pontello   Mary Lynn Sawdo   Arlene & Morey Wiseman   

Adduono's Sheet Metal & Heating    Salima Oukachbi Medicine    Thunder Bay Law Association    Wakefield Oil Change

STANDING OVATION ( $500+)_________________________________________________
Dr. Bassuony Sarah Colquhoun     Debbie Weiler      Ontario Power Generation      Superior Elevator ULC      Sean Bodkin

KICK OFF ( $250+)________________________________________________________
Paul Burke    Tom Deans    Janet Ford    Pamela Hardisty    Alexya Heelis    Flora Jedroch    Susan Jones    Joan Powell    Diane Scocchia 

Ashlee Terlicher    Dr. Sanket Upadhyay    Thunder Bay Women's Soccer Club    Loch Lomond    Westfort Rangers    MicroAge Computer Centres

FANS ( $100+)__________________________________________________________
Joan Axent   Anna Barile   Betty Bowerman   Catherine Britt   Katie Burton   Nancy Burton   Rebecca Burton   Jonathan Chien   Kevin Cleghorn 

David Coffey   Harold Coffey   Lisa Coffey   Melanie Coffey   Roberta Coffey   Tyler Cooper   Rob Crowe   Tyler Curtis   Laura Daniele   

Karen Davies Tom Deacon   David DePiero   Adam Exley   Lee-Ann Goodwin   Dane Hatton   Susan Hemsworth   Sheelagh Hendrick  

Debra Hunt   Susan Hutcheson   Ken Jennings   Kyle Jessiman   Barry & Hope Johnston   Paul & Dianne Joy   Shawn Kunnas   Karen Lewis   

Barb McKeown   Carol McMahon   Donna & Jack McNally   Sharon Mercier   Christine Morrill   Elizabeth Murray   Dave & Lois Nuttall  

Stellina Olinski   Cookie Pakylak   Reijo Peltoniemi   Nancy Perozzo   Barbara Philp   Helen Pierce   Marla Poulin   Kathryn Shewfelt   

Rosanne Stasiewicz    John Stephenson   Marley Stephenson   Hugh Sutton   Diane Swiatlowski   Monique Wyllie   Laura Zulak   CUPE  

Brandon Smith  Michelle Moffat   Sheila Chiodo   Leigh Wood

     

MEMORIAL DESIGNATIONS___________________________________________________

Gerald "Gerry" Shaw     Brian Dzijak       Harry Coffey        Larry Bonazzo        David Mackenzie    Dino DiGiuseppe

     

Families asked that donations be made to PRO Kids in memory of the following loved ones who passed in 2021
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HAT TRICKS ($10,000 over 3 years)_____________________________________________
John Andrews Foundation     LH North LTD.    



We at PRO Kids continue to be dedicated to supporting children and youth from families in need

with the hope of bringing balance and normalcy back to their lives as the COVID-19 pandemic

drags on. In order to do so, we must heavily rely on the generosity and support of the Thunder Bay

community. Annual fundraising is required to meet the expenses of operations of the service as

well as placements. 

The following chart shows 2021 revenue and expenses broken up by source. It should be noted that

PRO Kids was able to transfer $67,573 to its reserve fund for future placements. 

2 0 2 1

F I N A N C E S
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R E V E N U E E X P E N S E S

PRO Kids has become part of our family. My

kids know that we use the PRO Kids service and

they are grateful for it because if it weren’t for

PRO Kids they wouldn’t have had the

opportunity to thrive as all kids should. We don’t

have money, but we have PRO Kids.   

                                     - PRO Kids Family 



Our community began 2021 with hope and enthusiasm, but by February, Thunder Bay residents were faced with another

lockdown. Again, schools and stores were closed. If PRO Kids wanted to continue serving children and youth, we needed to

adapt our service. Kids needed amusement and resources to use within their home. That sparked the concept of what we call

Activ8 Kits. 

PRO Kids teamed up with the City’s Youth Move staff, who were

 at the time, providing on-line programming. Their building on 

James St. was not being used which meant that we could assemble 

and distribute kits from this location. PRO Kids purchased a supply 

of games, art/craft materials and sporting equipment. We then 

emailed families who accessed PRO Kids, notifying them that 

PRO Kids was giving away these supplies. Families completed 

the Activ8 application where they selected approximately 8 items 

per child from a long list of materials. This allowed parents to 

personalize the kit to the child’s interests.A total of 89 kits were 

distributed, serving 178 children. Each kit was valued at 

$40 per child costing PRO Kids $7,120. PRO Kids solicited 

sponsorship to help cover the cost of the kits. Distribution 

of the Activ8 kits was predominant in the spring as there was 

no in-person programming occurring at that time. 

The feedback from families receiving the kits was very positive. One parent said: “Words cannot express my gratitude for this

offer. Your organization is incredible. My special needs son cannot understand the isolation and is struggling to remain

homebound. This will provide him with something new, exciting and most importantly, technology-free. He has been lining up

his markers and knocking them over with a small ball, so I cannot wait to see how he will enjoy the skittles. Thank you.”

Something new occurred in the spring. The Thunder Bay Community Tennis Centre collected gently used tennis racquets and

balls and donated them to PRO Kids for distribution. The goal was to give kids the equipment they needed to play tennis on

neighborhood-based tennis courts. Some of this equipment was distributed and more will be given out in the future. 

By the summer some out-door activities and camps opened up but there was a very slow up-take of involvement of kids in

programs. The fall season was more encouraging with programs like hockey, gymnastics, martial arts and performing arts offering

registrations. Swimming programs had limited class capacities, restricted to private and semi-private lessons. We received 291

applications at this time in comparison to a normal year when we would receive between 500 and 600. It is likely that parents

were reluctant to enroll their children into activities until the climate was more secure. 

PRO Kids maintained the tradition of distributing free hockey equipment to our clientele. We were fortunate this year to

capitalize on a previous connection we had with Bauer Canada who donated a large shipment of brand-new hockey equipment to

disperse to our kids. This shipment included 100 hockey starter kits for kids aged 3 to 6 year. It will take a few years to give

these away, but there is a strong motivation to achieve it. Our sincere thanks to Bauer Hockey for this gift. The remaining

equipment is in storage until next year. This year, we gave hockey equipment to 15 children/youth.

PRO Kids was also approached by Ginoogaming First Nation, a reservation 3.5 hours north-east of Thunder Bay, looking for

hockey gear. In partnership with Youth Move, we were able to locate two pickup trucks full of hockey equipment to be sent to

Ginoogaming. 

Despite the hardships of 2021, I am resolved in knowing that we did our best 

to serve families in need. We never give up on the kids! 

A WORD
FROM OUR
COORDINATOR...
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LAURA DANIELE
PRO Kids Coordinator
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